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Wise Owl Media Group Announces Signing of On-Camera Personality and
Political Expert, Dr. Christopher Metzler to Roster

Political Pundit & on-camera personality, Dr. Christopher Metzler signs with Wise Owl Media
Group CEO Karla S. Escobar for management.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) March 06, 2018 -- Established Los Angeles-based multimedia, production, and
management company, Wise Owl Media Grouphas announced the signing of on-camera personality, political
pundit, and celebrity crisis manager, Dr. Christopher Metzler to their roster.

CEO Karla S. Escobar, named "One of the 50 Women Who Can Change The World in Media and
Entertainment” by Take The Lead Organization, is a former Entertainment Tonight Supervising Producer who
boasts over a decade of experience working with talent and content development. Wise Owl's goal is to craft
their client's vision into reality, through strategic planning, solid placement and innovative action plans that
meet goals and establish long-term relationships with the talent they represent.

Since its launch, Wise Owl has worked with renowned brands, artists and companies such as Bang Zoom
Entertainment, Grindstone, Google Play and more, creating one-of-a-kind content and special features. Escobar
has also co-managed (with Bromfield Entertainment) and consulted artists and actors such as Jessica Sanchez
(American Idol), Lanita Smith (Guitar Singer/Songwriter of the Year), Sheldon Bailey (Gameshakers) and
more. Her ability to recognize industry evolution through digital and social technological trends and advances,
allows Escobar to find unique and globally expansive opportunities for her roster of clients.

"I’m very excited to be working with a multi-expert, and talent of so many fast-moving verticals. He carries a
strong voice in today's national and global affairs surrounding human rights, government, law, healthcare, and
even pop culture. When he speaks, people notice," said Escobar.

Dr. Christopher Metzler brings a deconstructed and easy understanding of politics and challenging topics to the
mainstream world. A routine provider of in-depth analysis for Fox, CNN, MSNBC, BBC News, CNBC, News
One, One America News Network, WHDT World News, NewsMax, and others, this mass attention garnered
from press, media, and entertainment made it a no-brainer for Escobar to jump onto such an organic talent.
Wise Owl was introduced to Dr. Metzler through his public relations firm, Jade Umbrella in Los Angeles.

With a new book in the works titled "Divided We Stand: The Quest for America's Soul," serial entrepreneur
ventures in the healthcare space, and numerous solo projects soon TBA, there is much to expect from the Dr.
Christopher Metzler team in 2018.

Stay connected via social!

@WiseOwlMG
@DrChrisMetzler
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Contact Information
Stacey Barker
Jade Umbrella PR
http://www.JadeUmbrella.com
+1 3238338358

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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